Gravitational waves in vacuum spacetimes with cosmological constant. I. Classification and geometrical properties of nontwisting type N solutions J. Math. Phys. 40, 4495 (1999) The conformal, homothetic, and isometric symmetries of all nontwisting type-N solutions are established. All solutions with A allow at most the existence of two Killing vectors. All vacuum solutions, except the Robinson metric, permit maximally the existence of two (isometric and homothetic) symmetries. The Robinson solutions are the only ones which allow conformal symmetries.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to describe systematically all possible symmetries of the nontwisting type-N solutions of the Einstein equations with A (also allowing A to be zero). This class of solutions, as was demonstrated in Ref. 1, subdivides into nine essentially different branches according to the scheme of contractions given below.
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All these solutions have the property of being determined by an arbitrary complex function/which, in a chart of coordi-
nates {XIl] = {g, t, r, t J, depends on g and t only, i.e.,
/=/(g,t).
The determination of the symmetries or motions of a given Riemannian space can be achieved by solving the Killing equations 2' KgllV = Kg llv (1.1) for some function K = K(X a), where 2' K denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field K. The gllv are the components of the metric g which, in the null tetrad formalism with signature + 2, is given as g = 2e For the class of metrics being studied, the problem of searching for symmetries reduces to solving a single constraint equation depending on the vector field K and the structural function/(g,t). For arbitrary general function /(g,t ) all these solutions, excepttheR metric, have no symmetries. The existence of symmetries is related just to the constraint equation; every function/(g,t) satisfying the constraint equation allows at least one Killing direction.
In the next sections, the symmetries for each metric of the scheme of non twisting solutions are established. The pattern we shall follow consists in giving the cotangent tetrad e a , the form-invariance metric transformations, the components of the Killing vectors, the conformal factor K, the constraint equation, the general solution to the constraint equation, and a table of results.
Complex functions will be designated by means of Greek symbols, while real functions will be labeled by Latin symbols; exception is made with respect to the structural function/(g,t )-complex, f/!(g,t, t )-real, the real conformal factor K, the real cosmological constant A, and the real function wIt ) appearing in the transformation ofthe variable t. To designate constants we shall use the corresponding symbols with a suffix O.
In the tables the symbols G, K, Crf, and JY stand for the maximal group order, the conformal factor, the conformal Killing vector, and the homothetic KV, respectively; the Killing vectors are given simply by their expressions. For the sake of simplicity, the suffix 0 of the constant is dropped; a, b, k, I, m, n are used to designate real constants, while p, f..l, v for complex ones. The structural functions quoted in the tables have been reduced to their simplest form by using the transformations of invariance of the metric; they are essentially different from one to another.
THE NT(A, Z, €) AND NT(O, Z, €) SOLUTIONS
The most general family of non twisting N solutions, the NT (A, Z, €) solutions, is given in a chart of coordinates [g, t, r, t ] 
Jt;t;t;.
The corresponding NT (O,Z,E) vacuum metric is obtained from the NT (A,Z,E) solutions by equating
The coordinate transformations, which maintain invariant the form of the metric (1.2) with the null tetrad (2.1), are given by
For the metric with t/! of the form (2.2), these transformations reduce to
Searching for motions of the NT (A,Z,E) field, from the Killing equations one obtains the components of the K vector
The conformal factor K for NT (A,Z,E) solutions must be zero. Thus this class of solutions permits isometries only. For the NT (O,Z,E) metric, K is equal to a constant, therefore these solutions permit at most the existence of homothetic Killing vectors.
The components of the K vector and the function/(s,t) are restricted by the equation
The general solution/(s,t ), which allows maximally two symmetries, is given by 
t = a-l(a(t)S 2 + ib (t)s + a(t)) (the dot denotes the deriva-
tive with respect to t). In order to give the expressions of the other functions appearing in (2.7), it is convenient to define the auxiliary functions
(2.8) the dot over a and b denotes the derivative with respect to t, while the dot over Pis merely a symbol. In terms of them, the structural functions present in (2.7) are
(2.9)
[For a equal to zero, the function/(s,t ) happens to be
I=PSP-2 p, ds]·
Forfunctions/(S,t ) of the form (2.7), the metric has symmetries (at most two K vectors). Fori (5 ,t ) outside of the mentioned class, the metric has no symmetries.
Not entering into details, by using the coordinate freedom, one obtains a list of particularly interesting structural functions, which are shown in Table I together with the corresponding symmetries. As was stated before the NT (A,Z,E) solutions permit only the existence of Killing vectors for I(s,t ) of the form given by (2.7) with the function a being a constant. Therefore, the isometries of NT (A,Z,E) are the same as those of the NT (O,Z,E) solutions.
THE K(A) SOLUTIONS
The tetrad of these solutions, which generalize the Kundt metric 2 and reduce to it when A tends to zero, can be given as (A, Z, E) and NT (0, Z, E) solutions.
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this function is such that C(I)(Io) = o.
By integrating the Killing equations one arrives at the components of the K vector in the form
K'=a(t),
The conformal factor K must be zero. Therefore, this family of solutions permits at most isometries,
The components ofK and the function/(g,t ) are restricted by the constraint equation = 'da/8,u2 + (a + 2i,ubo£l-t) Only the metric structures with functions/(g,!) of the form (3,6) allow motions, By using the coordinate freedom, one can establish that the maximal order of the group of isometries is 2. Concrete results are presented in Table II . 
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THE KUNDT SOLUTIONS
The tetrad I-forms, which describe the Kundt solutions, can be given as e l = (7) =ds-rdt,
The conformal curvature, referred to the tetrad (4.1), is given by
The metric invariant transformations are
3)
The components of the K vector amount to
(4.4)
The conformal factor K is a constant. Hence, the Kundt solutions permit at most the existence of homo the tic Killing vectors.
The components of the K vectors and the structural function/lS,t) ought to satisfy the equation For the existence of isometries, i.e., when K is equal to zero, the function/(t,t ) happens to be a 2
/(s,t) = t/> (s -ib o fa-I dt) -sS(t) + iT(t).
After using the transformations (4.3), one arrives at the ca- nonical forms of the function/(s,t ) and the corresponding symmetries shown in Table III .
THE ROBINSON SOLUTIONS
This section is included in the present paper for the sake of completeness. Most of the results concerned with isometries of the R solutions 3 can also be found in Ref. 4. The tetrad of the R solutions, the most "degenerate" nontwisting N's, can be given as e l = (7) The transformations preserving the form of the metric
(dots denote the derivative with respect to t '). The components of the K vector are
The conformal factor amounts to
The components of K and the function/(s,t ) ought to fulfill the equation
(5.5)
It should be noticed, whichever the function/(S,t), the metric determined by (5.1), being independent of r, always has the symmetry Jr' This fact, as it should be, is also confirmed by the (5.5) and (5.3) equations.
Determining the general solution of (5.5) it is convenient to distinguish the cases of a being equal to zero or different from it.
Fora#O, lIs, t) The nontwisting type-N solutions with nonvanishing cosmological constant allow the existence of isometries (at most two Killing vectors) if the structural function/(s,t) has the form given by formula (2.7) with K equal to zero for the NT (A,Z,E) metrics, and by (3.6) for the K (A ) solutions; by the use of coordinate gauges one brings the structural function /(s,t ) to the form shown in Table I (K = 0) and II, respectively. The vacuum NT(O,Z,E) and Kundt solutions with/(s,t) An exhaustive list of structural functions/(s,t) and the symmetries determined by them are shown in Table IV . The symmetry J r , the existence of which does not depend on the choice of/(s,t ), will be denoted simply by K. Some Killing directions depending on 7, which in its tum obeys an ordinary linear differential equation of order s, will be designated 
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Conformal, homothetic, and isometric Killing vectors given correspondingly by formulas (2.7) and (4.6) permit maximally the existence of two Killing vectors or one homothetic and one Killing vector; see also Tables I and III, respectively. As is well known the type-N Robinson solutions permit the existence of six Killing vectors for some specific structural functionsj(S-,t ). The maximal group order for the conformal Killing vectors is seven, which is in agreement with the results by Collinson and French. 5 The structural functions, which allow symmetries of the R metric, are given by formulas (5.6) and (5.7); a list of representative structural functions with their symmetries are shown in Table IV.
